A Relaxing Day

Thomas R. Rondinella, Seton Hall University
"A Relaxing Day" is a short, fifteen minute dramatic film I produced about a young couple presumably discussing minor details of their life together, while subliminally discussing a difficult decision. This film was shot over just two days by a crew of Seton Hall University alumni and current students, in Robert Moses State Park, Long Island, NY in October 2004. The film was directed by a fellow NYU graduate and my long-time producing partner, William Pace. Bill also wrote the script - an adaptation of the one act play "The Actress" by Pulitzer nominated playwright Theresa Rebeck. This project has played in five American film festivals to date and won one award.

Here is a link to the trailer: click to link to on-line video

Here is the link to the entire film: click to link to on-line video

Warning: This film contains R-rated language.